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To WPC partners ESSnet Big Data II  

Cc  

from Vera Ivanova  

 

subject: Draft minutes 16th WPC meeting ESSnet BD II by WebEx 14th July 2020  

2020-07-15 

  
Participants  

Galya Stateva (PL WPC) - BG   Alexander Kowarik – AT    

Kostadin Georgiev - BG   Jacek Maślankowski – PL   

Dario Buono - Eurostat   Dominika - PL   

Jean-Marc Museux - Eurostat   Heidi Kühnemann - DE   

Tomaz Speh (PL WPB) - SI   Aidan Condron – IE    

Olav ten Bosch - NL   Vera Ivanova – technical assistant - BG   

Johannes Gussenbauer – AT   

Johannes Kolu – FI and Donato Summa - IT were missing.   

The proposed agenda is:  

1. Discussion on the actual Eurostat call for proposals for the WIN (Web Intelligence Network) 

Galya thanked Dario and Jean-Marc for joining the meeting. 

Dario made a presentation about the WIN reviewing shortly the trusted smart statistics, the Web 
Intelligence Hub principles and services and the nature of the WIN. He explained that the NSIs are 
clients of the Hub. He continued with the essence of the call: there are two groups clients in the call 
– Member states, which are ready to use the services (they are beneficiaries) and the Member 
states, which are not ready to use the services – they will be able to join later. The first group are 
the WIN countries and the second group are the WISER countries. Later there will be a call for 
launching WISER group and the call for the WISER will be done by the WIN once established. If the 
names  of the Users are already known at the time of preparation of the proposal, they should be  
already been indicated at that stage.  
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Dario and Jean-Marc stressed that this is a Multi-beneficiary grant and there will be one big 
consortium of many countries, which will be managed by a coordinator. The coordinator is not 
necessary to be a country expert in the field of the project, it should be a managerial role. The 
coordinator will participate in the meetings of the Task Force Trusted Smart Statistics. So the most 
important is first a coordinator to be designated and then a draft proposal to be submitted by the 
deadline 17th November 2020. They further explained that it should be even a draft, after 
submission, the consortium will receive comments by Eurostat and it is not necessary a detailed 
budget at this stage but only the main headings. Jean-Marc clarified that the call is mainly for NSIs 
but ONAs can be regular consortium members or could be subcontractors. Another important issue 
is that the financial resources are only for work of the WIN but not for IT infrastructure and 
equipment. There is different budget allocated for infrastructure. The reason is that the NSIs are 
clients but they should not create the architecture. The service will have modular components. The 
modular approach is very important. Some of the deliverables for year 3 and 4 will be decided later. 
Dario and Jean-Marc concluded that the most important is the coordinator and meeting the call 
deadline. 

Later the inner WPC discussion continued wherein Jacek and Dominika declared Poland’s willingness 
to undertake the role and responsibility of a coordinator. There were managerial talks in PL but the 
final decision will be taken within 2-3 weeks. 

Alex declared Austria’s unwillingness to be a coordinator, but Statistics Austria willing to participate 
in the project. Also Bulgarian NSI declared their willingness to be part of the new consortium. CBS 
(NL) did not decide yet.   

 
Conclusions:  

 Galya will send on behalf of WPC and WPB an email to all ESSnet on BD II coordinators to distribute 
among the relevant stakeholders and make a consultation in the countries who wants to be a 
coordinator and which country is willing to participate.  

 
Next WPC web-ex meeting: 15th September 2020 – 10:30 CET. 


